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1. What is the Compton efiect?

Use the explanation of quantum theory to show that the change in
the rvavel"nBth ol X-rry phoron or s(at'p"ing from a fiee plccrror, is
independ<nt of the wavelength of the incident radiation.

Explain why Compton ellect is experimentally Dot observed for visible
light rays.

(a) Show that the rnaximum recoil energy of a free electron of rest
mass mo, when struck by a photon ol ftequency /, is given by

(h,)'
hu + f,msc2

(b) if ) is the rvavelength
length of the electron,

of the photon arid )e the Compton lvave-
then show that

u. (u)
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State the postulates of Bohr regarding his atomic model and hence
obtain an expression for the electton energy of the Dtb orbit. Why
could not Bohr allo,lv the principle quantum [umber n to take on
thevaluen=0?
(i) Calculate the value of ihe Rydberg constant, assuning that

warclengrh ol 11" line is 6-,63A.

(ii) What are the wavelengths ol the 6rst two iines of the Pachcn
series?

State and explain Pauli's exclusion pritciple as applied to olcc-
trons in atoms. On the basis oi this principle .lvrite down the
electron conliguration for C?i(29) employing modern symbolism
and explain it.

(b)



3. (a) Discuss Heisenberg's uncertainiy principle and expiain its validity
by microscope thought experinent.
The average period tltat olapses between the excitation ofall atom
and the rime it emits radiation is 10-8 sec. Fil]d the uncertainty
in the energy emitted a4d uncedainty in the frequency of the light
emitted.

(b) Explain briefly what do you rude$tand by photoelectric eiTect
and give Einstein's explanation for the same.

A certain metal has a threshold wavelength of 600 nm. Filcl the
stoppilg potentials $hen the m€tal is irradiated with

,il Mur ochronraric Jighr ol rvarelengrh 400 ,.,n
(b) Light having twice tlie frequency and three times the intensity

of wavelength 400 nm,

Write down the time itdependent Schrodinger wave equation in a rect_
angular Cartesian co-ordinate system for a particle of mass m and the
energy .D moving in a poteltial y.
A hpam of par riclno each oI maas /n ano erprgv E. moving in a rcgion
of zero potential energy, approaches a rectangular potentiai barder ol
r\ idrh {.r and heighr fo, whFrF % > E.
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ll Pa >> 1, where d =
uoellicient is given by

prove that the transmission
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